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Introduction

Global urban sprawl typically happens at the expense of forest
areas. It creates the necessity to preserve, and expand green
spaces of the urbanized territories. Urban forest is natural,
semi-natural or artificially formed ecosystem at all stages of its
development dominated by trees. The primary functions of
urban forests are social and environmental, which enables
them to serve as a public outdoor in the urban environment.
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Research Aim

The aim of this study is to
analyze the systems of urban
forests in Vienna, Stockholm,
Copenhagen and Riga, which
extend to the settlement
structures of the cities as
“green fingers” or “wedges”,
or
separate
the
city
settlement areas that tend to
expand and merge.

Materials abd Methods

Territories in Vienna, Stockholm, Copenhagen and Riga
have been chosen for the analysis as these capital cities
together with their nearest development zones includes
existing or purposefully developed green areas what
restrict the merging of the urban areas.
The available planning documents, characterizing the
urban forest areas, were analyzed as well as the city
planning documentation and public mapping materials
on the green areas in the above-mentioned cities have
been evaluated and compared.

Results

The purpose of the mission statement “Green Spaces of the Vienna Urban Region” is to protect and develop landscapes, and to establish the settlement
border of the city territory

Figure 1. The Vienna Green Belt 1995 (Erhart, 2002)
Stockholm has been using the Green Map as a planning
tool since 2004 including information on biotopes, renewal
of resources and socio-topes.

Figure 4. Model of Territories of Urban Forests in Riga
(Kraukle, 2013)

Figure 3. Icon of the 5 Finger Plan in
Regional Plan of Copenhagen 2005
(Vejre et al., 2007)
The authors of the Riga Model present
the settlement of radial extensions and
separating circle of the urban forests
actually created by the green zone forest
wedges which extend from the periphery
of Riga to Pieriga

Figure 2.
Stockholm Green
Structure
(Nelson, 2009).
Copenhagen
5 Fingers Plan
describes
the
development of
the
urban
environment
in
narrow zones or
as they are called
“fingers” following zones of public transport between which
undeveloped green wedges are preserved ensuring that people
have a possibility to live very close to the green spaces.

Figure 5-7. Latvia, Ogres Zilie kalni (L.Širante, 2017)

Conclusions

As the review of the international experience shows, planning in European cities takes place simultaneously with the planning at the levels of urban and
suburban areas or regions. These particular territories of increased development include large green spaces, which have to be preserved in spite of the
expansion of the urban areas.
In Vienna, the planning documents are legally binding and informal. The informal planning documents include the plan of the Vienna Green Belt 1995
and the City Development Plans for a decade that prescribe diverse activities in each stage for preservation and development of the green spaces, and
most up to date plan is STEP 2025.
Since 1998, in the plans of the City of Stockholm, the focus has been on the mission “Build the City Inwards” that emphasizes the need to develop city
without any expansion of its territory, particularly preserving the green and urban forest areas and actively reusing the degraded and almost abandoned
city territories.
The Copenhagen Green Network Plan included a system of interlinked nature parks.
For the development and strengthening of the green spaces in Latvia, the territorial planning document is necessary in order to highlight and expand the
status of the green territories not allowing their reduction.
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